
THE PERFECT INVOICE

EVERY TIME

From creation to the moment they reach the ERP,

invoices have a long road ahead of them. They have to

be written, checked for errors, printed, sent, validated,

and matched. And the most difficult part? This is all on

your and your partners' time and expenses!

By using DxInvoice, you gain an elegant and 100%

automated solution to this issue. With it, aside from

compliant and error-free e-invoicing, you will also gain

360° visibility into your AP process. Furthermore, by

integrating it with our other products, you will speed up

transactions across your entire ecosystem. So, are you

still searching through your mail for that invoice?

No manual work and an

exponential increase in efficiency

The complete elimination of

invoice errors

Perfect legal compliance and

security

Continous, real-time accounting

360° visibility into your cashflow,

including all owed, due, and paid

sums

100% onboarded suppliers,

managed by our team

EMPOWER YOUR AP PROCESS THROUGH

AUTOMATION

YOU WILL GAIN DXINVOICE
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Native integration with our orders, logistics, e-

catalog, and contract management solutions.

You’ll be able to check invoices against contract

terms, but also against mutually agreed product

data.

Full support for merchandise, services, CAPEX,

return, and self-billed invoices, as well as

auxiliary documents.

Advanced matching and validation, according to

your business rules.

Real-time enrichments that will make sure

invoices are accepted by both you and your

partners’ systems.

The ability to tackle both unstructured and

structured formats, as well as paper documents

(through integration with our managed

dematerialization service).

Visibility into the e-invoicing process across

your entire business ecosystem. Both you and

your partners will know when the invoice was

created, sent, or approved.

Customizable workflows, depending on your

company’s structure, but also on the needs and

capabilities of your partners.

Customizable user access, with as many users

and departments as necessary. No extra charge!

Out of the box compatibility with over 200 ERPs

so neither you or your suppliers won’t have to

change a thing in your infrastructure.
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PRODUCT FEATURES


